
A game of Alessandro Saragosa & Leo Colovini 

KING SOLOMON’S MINES 
for 2 to 5 players aged 8 or up 
a game takes about 30-45 minutes  
 

From the diary of Charles Baybridge, archaeologist. 
The 14th of February 1876, unexplored side of southern Sudan. 

“Today professor Winslet decided to open the cave on the side of the sacred mountain. In a few 
minutes we will know whether all these efforts and risks had been useless or not: will it be a not 

important hollow or the mythical King Solomon’s mines? 
The last stone rolls out, Winslet and I light the torches and get in. 

On the walls zillions of crystal stars bright: “Diamonds!” murmurs Winslet. 
We go further and from the darkness heaps and heaps of wonderful and mysterious objects emerge, 

fascinating and worrying: golden artifacts , fetishes, parcels. Winslet was right, the wise Jewish 
King used his mines as …. But suddenly a cry breaks the stationary air “Akmeth stahlan!” shouts a 

bearer pointing a mummy; other bearers run away terrified. “Ancient demons here, men fear” 
whispers Ahmed, the chief of the Arab merchants. 

To bring out all these enormous treasures will maybe be more difficult than the trip that lead us 
here… 

 
Content 

• 1 plastic board, representing the mythical King Solomon’s mines; the spaces are the quarries 
where the players dig. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• 32 digging cards, numbered 1 to 32; the cards represent digging areas and 
have an orientation that you recognize putting the arrow in the same directions 
as the mine’s entrance on the board (the stairway). 

• 40 coins 
• 5 screens; inside each screen there is a summary of some rules: the powers of the magic 

objects, the symbols on the parchments, the bonuses. 
• 144 tiles (36 with a back and the remaining with another one) that the players dig; they 

represent: 
o 55 treasures (yellow background), worth 1 to 5. 

 
 
 
 

o 34 curses (black background): African Masks (worth 1), Jade Scorpions (worth 2) 
and Mummies (worth 3). 



o 38 Knowledge Parchments (white background): there are 4 kind of parchments, 
distinguished by 4 different symbols. 

 
 
 
 

o 17 magic objects (light blue background); there are 4 kind of objects, each with a 
different power: Queen Sheba’s 
Mirror, Samson’s hair amulet, flying 
carpet, Solomon’s seal. 

 
 

• The rules 
 
General illustrations with all the definitive components 
 
Preparation 

• Put all the tiles face down on the table, divide them accordingly with the back and mix 
separately the 2 groups. First you arrange the bigger group (white back): you pile up 
randomly 3 of these tiles at a time and place each pile face up in a quarry of the board. Then 
you add randomly one tile of the smaller group (grey back) face up in each quarry of the 
board. At the end you have 4 tiles face up in each quarry. 

 
Illustration of the board filled with the tiles 
 

• Each player is given a screen, which he opens before him: here he can keep all his stuff 
secretly. 

• Each player is given 10 coins (8 if you play in 5) 
• Shuffle the digging cards and distribute face down: 

o playing in 2: 12 cards each 
o playing in 3:   8 cards each 
o playing in 4:   6 cards each 
o playing in 5:   5 cards each 

The remaining cards are discarded from the game, keeping them face down. 
We strongly suggest to always keep your cards in the correct orientation! 

 
The game 
The game consists in as many turns as the digging cards distributed to the players (12 turns in 2, 8 
turns in 3 and so on). 
Each turn has 2 phases: 

1) the choice of the digging card 
2) the digging 

1) the choice of the digging card 
Each player chooses secretly one of his digging cards and put it face down beside the board. 
When all the players are ready, the cards are turned face up. 
The numbers on the cards determine the playing order in the following digging phase: the player 
with the lowest number will play first, the one with the second lowest number will play second and 
so on. 
 



2) the digging 
Digging means taking the topmost tiles from the quarries on the board 
accordingly with the shape shown on the digging card; as there are 4 tiles 
piled up in each quarry, you can dig in one of the 4 different levels. 
 
In the illustration you can see tiles at different levels (the real illustration 
should show all 4 levels). 
 
You dig in turn, starting from the player who entered the card with the lowest number and then 
going up with the numbers. 
When in turn, you dig, respecting the following rules: 

• you dig accordingly with the shape shown on the card (which has to be correctly oriented); 
this shape can be anywhere on the board: in other words you can dig any group of tiles 
which form on the board the same shape represented on the card; 

• all the tiles you take have to be at the same level; 
• you must take all the tiles included in your shape. 

 
Illustrations with some digging examples 
 
You are not forced to dig; if you can’t dig (for example you can’t find on the board a group of tiles 
with the correct shape at the same level) or if you don’t want to dig (for example you think it is not 
convenient for you), simply you don’t dig and discard your card. 
Attention: you can never dig in an empty quarry, so an empty quarry can never be part of a digging 
area. 
 
Moving the tiles before digging 
Before digging you are allowed to make some movements, in order to realize a more convenient 
digging area. Each movement consists in taking the topmost tile of a quarry and move it atop an 
adjacent quarry (vertically, horizontally or diagonally); a tile can be moved to the same level or to a 
lower level, but can never be moved to an higher level (never move uphill!) 
 
You can make as many movements as you like, with the same tile or with different tiles, but each 
movement has to be paid at the end of the turn (see ahead “Paying movements and curses”).  
When you finish your movements, if you like, you can dig, that is you indicate to your opponents 
the area you are about to dig (a number of quarries matching the figure on the digging card) and 
collect the topmost tile in each of these quarry. 
 

In the figure the central tile could be moved on the spaces indicated 
by the arrows. It cannot be moved on the other spaces because it’s 
not allowed to move uphill. Note that you can move at the same level 
(A) or in a lower level (B) or even on a empty quarry (C). 



 
The tiles 
The tiles you collect are seen by all the players (they are all face up), but as soon as you put them 
behind your screen, nobody will see them again. 
Let’s see the meaning of the different tiles, so you can decide which ones you prefer to dig. 
 
Treasure-tiles. All these tiles have a yellow background and represent treasures, which are worth 1 
to 5 coins (accordingly with the number on the tile). In other words the treasures are “money”, as 
well as the coins you get at the beginning of the game; for example a treasure worth 3 corresponds 
to 3 coins. During the game you can spend your money for payments (see ahead “paying 
movements and curses”) and at the end of the game all your money (treasure and coins you still 
have), will be counted as victory points. 
 
 
 
 
Curse-tiles. All these tiles have a black background and represent curses it happens to meet while 
you are digging. And the curses cause accidents, escapes of diggers and other problems which cost 
you money to be solved; in other words when you collect a curse-tile you have to pay for it 
accordingly with the value written on the tile (see ahead “paying movements and curses”). These 
tiles are kept behind your screen as well as the other tiles (see ahead “end of the game”).  
 
 
 
 
Parchment-tiles. All these tiles have a white background and represent 4 different parchments, 
with 4 different symbols; the single tile is worth nothing, but if you have the whole collection of the 
4 parchments with 4 different symbols, you reach the knowledge (see ahead “end of the game”). 
 
 
 
 
Magic-tiles. All these tiles have a light-blue background and represent the magic objects, which are 
legendary and very precious and give to the owners strong advantages. When in turn, a player can 
spend a magic tile (collected in a previous turn) to perform a special actions, which normally is not 
allowed; the used tile is then discarded. 
 

 
 
 
 



The following are the 4 magic objects and the respective powers: 
 

• Queen Sheba’s Mirror: using this tile you are allowed to orient the digging card 
as you prefer; 

 
 

 
In the first illustration you can see a possible 
digging area matching the digging card. It’s not 
really a good area because it includes only a 
parchment and 3 curses.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Using the mirror, you are allowed to orient the 
digging card as you prefer; for example you can 
choose the much better digging area indicated in 
this second illustration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



• Flying carpet: using this tile you are allowed to dig in different levels (but 
accordingly with the shape of the digging area and never in an empty quarry). 

 

 
 
Starting from the situation of the previous example, 
entering the flying carpet instead of the Queen 
Sheba’s mirror, it  is possible to dig tiles from 
different levels.  
The red-stricken area is an example of a good 
digging area composed by tiles in different levels.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Solomon’s seal: using this tile you are allowed not to respect the digging shape; in 
other words, you can use any shape you like with the same number of quarries 
represented in your digging card; all the quarries have to be connected (either 
vertically or horizontally or diagonally) and obviously have to be in the same level. 

 
For example it’s your turn, you have the 
card number 32 (on the left) and the 
situation of the board is the one in the 
figure.  

There aren’t 6 tiles at the same level matching the 
card’s shape, so if you want to dig you would be 
forced to make lot of expensive movements. If you 
have the Solomon’s seal, and you play it, you can 
modify the shape of your card as you like. For 
example you could dig the 6 tiles as in the figure, 
collecting 4 different parchments, a 5 points treasure 
and a Sheba’s mirror.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
• Samson’s hair amulet: using this tile you are protected against the curses, so 

you don’t have to pay for the curses you are digging in that very turn; 
 
 

You are also allowed to spend 2 or more magic tiles in the same turn, combining the powers; for 
example you use both the Samson’s hair necklace and the Flying carpet, you can dig in different 
levels and not to pay for the curse tiles you are collecting as well. 



Paying movements and curses 
After digging, the player in turn has to pay the movements he eventually did before digging and the 
curses he eventually collected (Important: movements have to be paid even if after the movements 
the player decided not to dig). The player adds up the number of movements he accomplished and 
the value of the collected curses (that is, the number – 1 to 3 – written on the tile); the total has to be 
paid using treasures and or coins; you can’t dig if you have not enough coins/treasures to pay but 
you can also pay with the just dig treasures. If you pay with a tile with a bigger value, you can take 
back the change (in coins or smaller tiles). All the tiles (and coins) you use for payments are 
discarded beside the board, as well as the used digging cards. 
 
 

Example: the player in turn has the digging card 
number 15. He would like to collect parchment β 
and δ, therefore he decided to make 3 movements 
in order to prepare a digging area with tiles at 
the same level. He moves as shown in the first 

figure obtaining the 
result shown in the 
second one. 
The first movement 
was lucky because 
the tile under the 
moved one is a 5 
points treasure, the 
other movement isn’t so lucky because a 2 points scorpion 
is revealed. Anyway the player decides to dig in any case. 
He collects the 5 tiles, stricken in red, 2 treasures, 2 
parchments and a Jade Scorpion. Now he has to pay his 
digging, 3 points for the movements and 2 for the scorpion, 
5 points in total. 

 
Illegal moves: If you move the tiles and dig and then you realize you don’t have enough 
treasures/coins to pay, this is illegal. In this case you pay nothing, but the tiles you’ve collected are 
randomly distributed  to your opponents (you put the tiles face down and they pick one randomly 
and then they show to everybody). If there are more tile than opponents, the redundant ones are 
discarded; if there are more opponents than tiles, you add the lacking tiles choosing among the ones 
you’ve collected in the previous turns.  
 
End of the game 
When all the distributed digging cards have been used, the game is over and you add up: 

• the number of your coins; 
• the value of your treasure tiles; 
• 10 points for each collection of 4 different parchment-tiles, if you have any; 
• the bonus for the biggest curse-tiles collection. Those damned objects have in fact a great 

archeological value, so at the end of the game the player who has the biggest collection will 
get an huge 24 victory points bonus and the player who has the second biggest collection 
will get a 12 victory points bonus. To measure the collection you simply add up the values 
written on your curse-tiles; in case of a tie you share the bonus. Exception: if the second 
biggest collection doesn’t reach half of the value of the biggest one, it doesn’t get the 12 
points bonus. For example if the first is worth 29 and the second 13, the player with the first 
gets 24 victory points and the player with the second gets nothing. 



• the bonus for the magic-tiles collection. The magical objects are very powerful so you are 
tempted to use them, but on the other hand these tiles have a great archeological value as 
well: at the end of the game the player who has more Magic-tiles will get a 16 victory points 
bonus and the player who has the second biggest number of tiles will get a 8 victory points 
bonus (providing he has at least half of the tiles of the first one). In case of a tie you share 
the bonus 

The total corresponds to your victory points; the player with more victory points is the winner. 
 

In the figure you can see a possible final score. The bonus for the best magical objects collections 
goes to Bruno who kept 5 tiles. Bruno gets therefore 16 victory points. Anna has the second best 
collection but she gets no points because her collections is composed by only 2 tiles that is less than 
half of the 5 of Bruno. This means the 8 points for the second best collection of magical objects is 
not assigned. 
The bonus for the best curses’ collection is given to Carlo and Davide. Carlo has a total value of 
16, Davide has the same value. They are in a tie (even if the number of tiles is different), so they 
share the bonuses for the first and the second best collection, 24+12=36, that is 18 points to Carlo 
and 18 to Bruno. 
Anna gets also 20 points because she has 2 complete collections of parchments, She has 4 tiles of a 
kind and 3 of another one, but they count nothing because only the complete set of 4 different tiles 
is worth 10 points. Bruno gets also 20 points, he has exactly 2 tiles of each kind. No points for 
Carlo, and only 10 points for Davide who collected a lot of useless parchment tiles.  
Let’s see now the final score: 
Player Magical 

objects 
Curses Coins Treasures Parchments Total 

score 
Anna  0 0 3 31  20 54 
Bruno 16 0 9 36 20 81 
Carlo 0 18 2 8 0 28 
Davide 0 18 5 15 10 48 
 
The winner is…….Bruno! 


